THANK YOU NHS,
CARE AND ALL
KEY WORKERS.
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YOUR LATEST LOCAL GREEN PARTY NEWSLETTER
SERVING BEESTON HILL, HUNSLET, H2010, LEEDS DOCK, AND THE CITY CENTRE ‘RIVERSIDE’ COMMUNITIES

STANDING
UP FOR OUR
AREA

LET’S ALL STAY SAFE –
AND STAY IN TOUCH
The Coronavirus crisis and of others to support the community
through the crisis: full details on the
lockdown threw us all.
Many thanks to everyone who pulled
together (in socially distant and safe
ways) to keep our communities going
– and to all of us who worked so
hard at sticking to the guidelines, and
helped stop the virus spreading.
We’d like to say a special thanks to all
the NHS, care, and key workers who
have and continue to work so hard for
us, at real personal risk.
We’ve kept busy, working (within
the guidelines) with a wide range

following pages.
Life is hopefully now returning to
some kind of normal – but please let’s
all stick with social distancing and
safe Coronavirus practice, or else risk
a terrible second wave like in the USA.
Beyond the current moment, great
challenges lie ahead – but also
opportunities to rebuild society
for the better. Please be in touch
anytime – together, we can make our
communities better.

As ever, we remain in close contact
with a wide range of people who
want more for our communities.
We’re working with them to tackle a
range of issues: bins, trees, roads and
parking, housing and homelessness,
volunteering and community projects,
crime and consumer rights, planning
applications, the awful cladding
scandal on apartment blocks, schools,
environmental battles, and more.
A lot of official systems went on hold
during the lockdown, and are only just
restarting – but be in touch anytime,
and let’s work together to make things
better.
These leaflets have been delivered within
strict Coronavirus-safe guidelines (as the
Royal Mail do). If you’ve any queries or
concerns, please be in touch – thanks.

ED CARLISLE : Working hard for you all year round

ON YER BIKE!: GETTING OUR
COMMUNITIES CYCLING

Ed this last month launched and
coordinated a popular new project,
in conjunction with dozens of great
local people – to collect unwanted
bicycles, gather volunteers to fix
them up, then donate them back
into the local community.
Many of us have been ‘decluttering’
(tidying out our garages, basements,
etc) during lockdown – and at the

same time, lots of us are getting into
cycling.
The team has so far successfully
processed 50+ bikes – and the project
looks set to become an established
scheme.
Ed comments: “Huge thanks to all
who’ve helped make this project
happen. It’s been intense, but a delight

TRASH IS TREASURE
On a similar theme, with charity
shops and tips closed until recently,
the lockdown presented a serious
challenge to those with furniture
and household items to offload.
So Ed and the team have been working
(in lockdown-compliant ways) with
dozens of local residents to redirect
unwanted furniture and more into
the hands of other locals – who were
delighted with their new acquisitions!
We shifted an estimated ¾ of a ton of
goods: all items that would otherwise

have gone into landfill or incineration.
Ed comments:
“Like many people, I hate waste. But
also, it’s always amazing to see how
often things that one person doesn’t
want are exactly what someone else
needs.
“Lockdown or no lockdown, let’s all
get better at asking around (online
and off) to see if others need our
unwanted stuff.
“For little effort, it saves things going
to waste, saves us all money, and
helps the planet.”

to be part of, with lots of happy people
at every turn. If others want to be part
of it, get in touch anytime – there’s
loads to do.”
For full info, visit ‘The Big Bike Fix –
South Leeds’ on FB, or get in touch.
Volunteer fixers are very welcome, as
are donations.
If you want to request a bike, please
just note that there is a considerable
waiting list. If you do come along,
please help the team to maintain their
Coronavirus-safe practices.
We – alongside other Greens, the
Council, and organisations like
Sustrans – have also been working on
the development of new cycle tracks
and schemes across the area, such as
the resurfaced towpath from Hunslet
to Woodlesford.

ED CARLISLE : Working hard for you all year round

TACKLING THE LITTER CRISIS
Leeds
Council’s
(excellent)
environmental
team
were
overstretched and unable to tackle
these issues as normal – and
residents were told not to undertake
litter-picking during the peak of the
lockdown.
However, as the lockdown restrictions
Ed joined Rebwar Sharazure, of Kurdish
House Leeds and other volunteers to organise were being lifted, we and our partners
socially distanced litter picks during lockdown.
(especially local champion Rebwar
A sad downside of the lockdown Sharazure, of Kurdish House Leeds)
was an increase of litter and fly- restarted our local litter-picking
tipping in our communities.
– within safe bounds (with social

distancing, masks and gloves, limited
numbers of people, etc).
Ed has said: “There’s a big job on to
clean up our area, now more than
ever.
“We plan on doing a load of local litterpicks in hard-hit neighbourhoods
throughout the summer – and would
love to hear from local people who
want to work with us (within safe
guidelines) to clear up their blocks.
“Together, we can make our
neighbourhoods beautiful!”

WHO CARES? THE PPE CRISIS
This Coronavirus crisis – and
especially issues like the shortages
of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) amongst frontline workers
in the care and health system, and
beyond – shone a light on some
of the serious injustices within
society.
Locally, hundreds of front-line workers
were working without adequate PPE
(despite, in some cases, the best
efforts of their companies). This meant
they and their families, and those they
care for, were at considerable risk of
Coronavirus infection. Meanwhile - as
we all know - many key workers are
under-paid, over-worked, with little
voice or power to hold their employers
to account.
We and our partners – thanks again
especially to Rebwar Sharazure
from Kurdish House Leeds –
therefore collected 100s of visors
and face masks (credit to all the local
companies and organisations who

produced and donated these.)
We then distributed these to local
care and health workers, and others,
for free. We also helped with the
wider campaigning on behalf of these
workers.
Ed comments: “Local care and health
workers play such a crucial role in the

life of our communities.
“But it’s hard work, and now more
dangerous too. The Thursday night
clapping was lovely – but we now
need to reset the way our system
works, so they and all key workers get
the pay and support they deserve. It’s
time for change.”

Living here in the community. Working with you for good
WHAT ELSE HAS ED BEEN DOING?
FOOD FOR FREE
During lockdown, Ed and the team
continued their work (now running
well over 10 years) diverting ‘waste’
food, for free, into the local community.
Working alongside organisations like
Food Revival, the Real Junk Food Project,

local retailers, schools, charities, and
others, we’ve successfully ‘rescued’
tons of food from getting chucked
away – a giant team effort. But we also
need to seriously shake up our food
system: it’s wasteful, it’s not fair, and
it’s hugely damaging for the planet.

GETTING EVERYONE ONLINE
The internet became more precious
than ever during lockdown, but not
everyone has easy access to it.
We’re therefore supporting fantastic
schemes including the Tech Ladder
and Digital Access West Yorkshire,

who are taking donations of unwanted
laptops and computers, wiping them
of data, then gifting them to people
without easy online access.
To find out more, or to volunteer or
donate, please find them online – or
contact us, and we’ll make the link.

COMMUNITY COLLABORATIONS
The Coronavirus crisis has seen some
amazing community cooperation and
innovation – amongst residents, charities
and community groups, the Council,
businesses, and more. This led to some
fantastic new projects, which we happily
helped out with.
These included a series of ‘Lockdown

Challenge’ activity packs for local families,
and afternoon tea hampers for residents
to celebrate the VE Day anniversary.
Ed would like to say a big thank you to
those who led on these (including Leeds
Citizens, Re:Establish, and South Leeds
Live at Home).

AND FINALLY ...
Ed recently helped rehome a lovely homeless cat (now called Paco), who had
been living on the doorstep of a kind-hearted local woman. Big thanks to Henry’s
Haven Cat Rescue, and all who supported and advised us; get in touch if you could
help develop new local animal welfare schemes.
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Join the only party dedicated to fighting for
our environment and ensuring we live in
a fair and just society. With your help we
know we can achieve it.
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